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Developing JavaScript applications requires manipulating the state of the underlying DOM using events

which are applied with no static guarantee of consistency or correctness. Using the browser’s event loop

means that actions are performed sequentially with no direct communication between them, creating

applications that are the result of many combined side-e�ects. This makes program correctness di�cult

to reason about, with large applications being formed from many individual pieces, each of which may

invalidate an assumed invariant of another [1].

Reactive programming provides an abstraction of event driven programming that can remove direct use

of an event loop. The Haskell programming language’s type system provides powerful static constraints on

types and e�ects within programs. We have built the Melchior framework to explore functional reactive

programming in Haskell for web browsers. This consists of a JavaScript runtime that exploits the underlying

event engine to provide reactive values, as well as a Haskell API that allows access and interaction with a

web page. The runtime provides composable asynchronous actions, while the Haskell layer provides type

safety to their composition.

While reactivity has been explored in JavaScript with libraries such as Flapjax [4] and Arrowlets [3], no

solution currently exists that also contributes the static guarantees o�ered by Haskell. Additionally, the

use of Haskell means that common code can be shared between the client and server, allowing for these

guarantees to be persisted from user interaction through to server logic and database storage. While there

a number of custom languages to allow for functional reactive programming on the web, there is no stable

implementation of a runtime that maintains the lazy and pure semantics of the language.

The use of Haskell also allows well typed access to the DOM, which makes aspects of operation

and manipulation of elements explicit. For instance, the ‘value’ �eld only exists for input (and related)

elements. Modelling this �eld access as a function of type InputElement → String ensures that one

cannot erroneously attempt to access the value of an element which cannot have one.

This work creates a modern FRP domain speci�c language in an existing language decoupled from

the document object model. This makes Melchior distinct from both projects such as Flapjax [4], and Elm,

which is a bespoke, Haskell inspired language for FRP that couples the entire presentation layer [2]. It is

also unlike modern model-view-controller JavaScript frameworks like Ember.js and Angular.js as it does

not require any custom HTML elements or attributes.
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